Newsletter February 2015
Hey there it’s Mezzy! For the most part the last month has been quiet, but things are starting to pick up
again! From raiding to a beta key contest to the Design Corner, let’s get right into it!
First off, for the first time ever we get to give away beta keys! We have a Heroes of the Storm beta key
giveaway contest running from the 4th through the 10th of February! If you haven’t seen the
announcement be sure to check it over here and watch the full video for all the details.
Blackrock Foundry was released this week and as such we’ve released guides for each of the bosses
within BRF. The original articles are based on the dungeon journal and people’s beta testing experiences
and they will be updated as we get footage for video guides! 4 out of the 10 guides have already been
updated with more extensive explanations, the voice overs have been recorded for 2 videos and the first
video has been released. So if you have yet to kill Beastlord Darmac, you can check out our
Normal/Heroic raiding guide!
The fansite started with just a podcast, but as you’ve probably noticed the last couple of months the
podcast has been more of a every other weekly thing than a weekly podcast. This is because we would
like to keep having substance in the discussions. This means if there’s no interesting news to talk about,
we feel it’s better to not say anything at all. We are recording the next podcast this afternoon (8th feb).
And then finally, the progress on the Time-Lost Halls of Karazhan for the Design Corner is slow, but it’s
moving along. However because of the speed, I have written a smaller article that takes a look at which
improvements to the garrison are missing in 6.1. I have also put up a corresponding forum thread on the
official WoW EU forums, allowing anyone to add their own constructive suggestions to the list! You can
find the original article here, and you can find the forum thread here. If you have any ideas, I urge you to
post it so that the feedback towards the designers is in 1 organized spot.
Every month we intend to have a preview for you from the Design Corner. For this month, here (on the
next page) is your first look at the first boss in the Time-Lost Halls of Karazhan: Celeus, the ethereal
hound.

Celeus, the Ethereal Hound.

If you haven’t been keeping up with the website here’s some of what you’ve been able to find there:





Heroes of the Storm Beta Key Giveaway Contest
Blackrock Foundry Quickstart Raiding Guides Overview
Design Corner: Improving the Garrison in 6.1
The Latest Podcasts

And that rounds up this month’s newsletter!
As always until next time,
Mezzy from WoW Weekly

